The Name of God Stolen from the East
In Hinduism, Svara is the main name of the god we know as Satan (Isvara
means, among other things, “Supreme Ruler/King”), and Svara represents “god”
as sound; Svara in Sanskrit connotes the vowels, breath, sound, and musical
note. In Sanskrit there are sixteen vowels. The name of God is the vowels in
Hinduism, which are ruled by Shiva. 16 is the ancient number of God, from India
to Greece, and in Sanskrit (believed to be the oldest language) each vowel is
given one number of the 16 digits of the Moon. The Moon represents all the
vowels and the Moon God is Shiva. The Moon on its own also represents the
letter “A”, which all the vowels are emanations of. In Sanskrit, the Moon is the
ancient symbol of the serpent. The chakras and the three main nadis that overlap
the chakras each get a vowel.
The vowels represent the soul of the letter in Sanskrit, just as they represent the
soul of the universe, where each consonant is placed with all seven vowels such
as Ku, Ka, Ki, and on. This is also in the kabbalah with the Hebrew letters. This is
the same in the ancient Greek scripts as well. The consonant can not be spoken
without a vowel. The consonant represents the material and is given the symbol
of the material world, the square, and the vowel is the circle, the symbol of spirit.
The vowels, the circle, is placed within the square to give it life. Just as the body
needs a soul to exist. This is the image behind the cube of kabbalah which was
stolen from the Greeks, Egyptians, and Hindus.
The ancient Greeks and Egyptians, like the Hindus, stated that the name of God
is the vowels. The Hindus, the Greeks, and the Egyptians grouped 7 main
vowels, the seven that rule the seven planets which rule the seven chakras. The
7 main vowels are called “the seven mothers” in Hinduism. The seven chakras
together are what is called "god" in kabbalah, the seven vowels. And the
kabbalah states the name of God is the seven vowels of creation which relate to
the seven days of creation. This is also commented on by ancient writers such as
Eusebius, that the Jews used the seven vowels for the name of their God.
The Jews wrote the name of their God openly in the ancient world as IAO. The
IAO is the trinity of the seven vowels in the Greek and Egyptian which were the
same. IAO represents all seven vowels. And regarding the God Abraxas which
the Jews took their Kabbalah Abracadabra talisman from... Abracadabra means
"As I speak so do I create", the name of creation in Kabbalah. Abraxas was a
Pagan God that represents with the seven letters of His name, the seven planets
which get the seven vowels, and each planet rules one day of the week, which
are the seven days of creation in Kabbalah. And under the image of Abraxas is
written the sacred name of Abraxas; that name being IAO. The ancient Roman

and Greek writers called IAO the name of the Pagan Sun God. This is from the
East, the three vowel positions which all the others manifest from are IAU in
Sanskrit. IAU means "God" in Sumerian. This is where Jupiter comes from, the
name of the head god of the Romans and Greeks. The Romans spelled the J as
I in Jupiter. It’s Iaupater, which means Father God. Jupiter rules the Crown
chakra.
In Kabbalah, the highest name of God is Aleph. It is left silent symbolically
because the A represents all the vowels as well, and as the ancient Greeks
stated the vowels represent the planets, and the planets exist in Aether, not air,
therefore their sounds cannot be heard; they are silent, only articulated in spoken
form as the seven vowels. The letter A represents the element of Aether in the
Hindu and Western world, it is silent in the symbolic sense. Thus the meaning of
the “unspeakable name of god”. The seven vowels. This is also why Zeus was
called the IAO, Zeus represents the element of Aether in the ancient Greek
world. Zeus is Jupiter to the Greeks, the IAO or IAU.
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SiegHeil9 wrote:
Since the Earth was attacked 10,000 years ago around 8,000 BC and the
Jews didn’t come around until like 4,000 BC supposedly, then what
happen from 8,000-4,000 BC period? Did the Angel Nordics and
Reptilian/Greys attack first and throw the world into darkness and then the
Jews arrived in India and then invented Zoroastrianism and Jainism,
followed by Judaism?
Around five thousand years ago there was a global conflict that destroyed the
world Vedic civilization, and then out of this came the rise of the smaller and
smaller Empires that were easier for the enemy to divide and conquer in time.
This is probably why the Jews appeared around this time.
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